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FOREWORD

4 4\

The Personnel and Training Research Laboratory of the Army.Research Insti-
tute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) cohducts research to support
training methods to optimize skill acquisitionfland.retention. A variety of
research is being conducted on the effects of various learning strategies on
skill acquisition and retention. ARI, in cooperation with the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), is especially interested in training that
-improves the trainee's ability, to

This report is one of a series on theidevelopment of the Cognitive Learning
Strategies Training Yrogram. This report analyzes the depth, spread, and

cOagruepte of encoding in memory. Research was conducted at the University efra
Texas at Austin with the assistance of Walter E. Cubberly, Thomas P. Washington,
and Magdalena M. Rood. It was-done under contract DAHC1?-76,C-0026, ponitored..
by.Joseph S. Ward of ARI under Army Project 2061102874F, and funded by DARPA.
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_ApTH, SPREAD, AND CONGRUENCE OF ENCODING IN MEMORY

/ 1

BRIEF

Requirement:.
- (

To explore the effec ts of encoding variables on human learning. -EnCoding

refers to the way in which a learner chooses to learn the material presented.
.

1,

114r
wit

Procedure:

.Four experiments explored a levels-of-processing framework of memory re-
search,,investigating three thepreticipl constructs. depth, spread, and cqngiu-
ence of encoding. Depth of processing refers to the idea that human information

.11,1 processing progresses from a physical or structural analysis stage to deeper,
semantic analysis. Memory is the by-product of these operations, with increased
memory resulting from deeper analysis. Spread of encoding refers to processing
within. a given, leveL (semantic ot,structural), multiple encodings within one
level should increase memory of the material to be learned more than a single
encoding strategy. Congruence of encoding refers to hew well the choice of
strategy results 'in:integrating the form of encoding and the material to be
learned.. Increased Congruence may lead to increased memory.

Within each of the four experiments, learners re given'the same practice
tasks and tests. Uses of paired-associate nouns-- three cases and a list of

nouns for free recall in the fourth. Type of instruction and training of
encoding strategy were, varied to test for differences in recall and recZgnition
due to variations in depth, spread, and congruence of en ding. Participants

were trained to use encoding strategies at a shall m levelllooking,for physical
similarties and differences in words) or a deeprone (forming sentences, de-
finini words, noting similarities and differences in meaning), to use single or

multiple sitrategies to test for effects' of spread on encoding; and to use
congruent strategies-(forming sentences of word pairs, producing single defini-

tions of wads) or divergent strategies (noting differences between words,
producing multiple definitions). Performance on test:lists was measured as a
func n A the number and type of encoding strategies participants were trained
k use. .

Findings: *

Depth of processing seems to facilitate, learping, training in semantic

analysis led to better performance than training'in structural analysis.
Congruence also facilitates lea ;ning, the search for semantic similarities

tended; to help more than tht search for semantic differences, and producing a
single synonym or definition helped .more than producing multiple ones. There

was little support for spread of encoding, combinStioDs of different strategies

did not clearly surpass single strategies. Self-reporte0 strategies were Most' .

likely to aid recall when they involved congruent encoding or were few in

number.

vii
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UtilizatiOn of'Findingl: ;-1

Encoding which involves semantic analysis of the material to be learned

apd the use of a single .congruent encoding strategy will produce the best,

results when incorporated into a cognitive learning strategies training program.
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1 d- DE,PTit.:SPREAD, AND CONGRUENCE .0f: ENCODING IN MEMORY ,

Introduction
,

"

, %.

Dyer the past 15 years mOltistore theories of informatOon processing

and memory have greatly ..influencpd.researctrarr t sisychology af learnAt.

These theories assume an infOrmation flow among several kind Of Storage,

~ ene.g,f sensory stores, ,lot-term stores', and iong-term star s. tr4ik end

Lockhart, Ikn 1972, crittcized the adequacy of the miStistore memory models.
..,

They ;cohtended _that the distinguishing features of, the stores feapacify,
.

,.

coding, and forgetting chaacteristnics) were vaguely defined and that the
. ,

hypothesized characteristics of the stores Ilprenb"t eonOstent across

di ffereatr learning paradigms. In addition,, these models were sameWhat

,restrictiveln the. type 'of resealCh and applications they generated.

Alternatively, Craik antkockhart proposed a more pai-simonious f.rame-
.

-work iol-% research based on l' levels -of- processing approach. They assumed

that the perceptual processing 0'a stimuls can be des'cribed by. a continuum

of analyzing aperitions. Physical and structural propert ies werk aid to-

be'pNCessed first, followed by more elaborate semantic analyses. It was

assumed in addition. that the memory trace was a prOduct of these analyzing "

6

,,operations and that deeper, semantic analyses yielded p stronger memory

trace. Based on Subsequent research, Craik and Talving (19751-augmentail

this approach to include the concept of spread, or elaboration of encoding

e

wit In a given processing level. .The concept of depth of processing implies
. . N

a progression, through leveli of encoding. 'The spread of .processIpt concept-,
d,it

Jg
.on

__

'the other hand, presumes that at, a given processing level 0 unit of In-

.

-formation might be,plOoratedfn several -different ways, or far a greater

. . A.. 4,-

;% .
(rig . .

., . d .., 4 ,

4. *

I ,".
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, 4 .

or lesser exeunt of time. . .

0.

The depth of, processing framework implies that, among single encoding 4

ktrategiei:;entence formation and semantic Ahern should result in better
.

.

,
.

retention of information t¢aq shallow - level- structural analysis (i.e.,
. , .

phonemic analysis, or analy

.

ofsurface features). In addition, sentence

formation and semantic analysis should result

tion.qt`infomatioh because they both require

i.e., an understanding of the meanings of

in approximately equal reten-

a deep level of processing,

words. Furthermore, thedept#

of processing framework suggests that regardless of the number of strategies

toed in combination, those combinations involving semantic analysis should'

produce the best retention without significant,differences among themselves.

In other words, the depth of processing framework implieat as long as .

e I

'

semantic analysis of the information occurs, whether by one encoding strategy.

. or by several, .there should be no.differences in retention of the inform?

tion.

.
In contrast, the Spread of processing framework, as it is applied-here,

implies that, if depth of encoding were controlled, the use of several en-
',

codiniestrategies in iorrainail -sfiduld facilitate performance more than the,

use of a pinglenencoding s Additionally, among combinations that

are controlled for depth Of processing,, those includingtmore strategies should

allow for more effective performance than -those including fewer strategies.

Our first study in this area was designed to test predictions from both

depth-of-processing and spread-:of-processing viewpoints.

\
Experiment 1: Depth and Spread of Processing

.

Method

4

Participants. One hundred fodrte4n,students", drawn from undergraduate)

2 14
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edueationa) psycfiology classes at The University ()flexes at Austin, were

randomly assigned to one of six treatment groups. Participation was part.
4

, of their course requfrement:

. - Materials. The experimental-iite conSt-s-te-dgf si-x-paired-asso-
.

.

ciate 'training lists Aand one paired-associate test list. All lists were
/. .

4 . ..

constructed using the concreteness, imagery, and meaningfulness norms of
rm.

'Paivio, Yuille,and Madigan (1968). One hundred eighty words were rand011y

selected with the restriction that half were high concrete (ratings ranged

from 6.69 to 7.00 on 0-point scale) and half were low concrete (ratings

ranged from 1.18 to 3154). In constructing the lists, one concrete noun

was inadvertently converted to arr adjective. (slipper to slippery). These

words were then randomly paired to make 90 word pairs, with the restriction

that 4alf bf the pairs were high -high. and half were low-low in concreteness.
0

Thjrty pairs of each type were randomly selected to form the six training

lists, with five high-concrete and five low-goncrete pairs per list. Thelists,

remaining 15 word pairs from each group were used to form the test list of

, .

-30 word pairs. In this test list the average. meaningfulness leyel of the

Word pair's was 5:96. t.

For training purposes. the practice lists were printed for distribution
.

to each student in all conditions. The test pairs and their corresponding

stimulus Words were printedoseparatefy on slides and.presented with a. Kodak

slide Xjector controlled by an automatic timing deitce.

,

Design and Procedure. Studentsiin each group were trained for 1 hour

and 15 ginutes,in the applicatIon of one, two, or three specific encoding

strategies: They were allowed 10 minutes/to work on each of the six paired- '14

s. associate training lists. During training, 'students in each group wrote out

3

-1

.1.



their ef2aborat4ons id that the eAperimenter Could monitor their use of the

strategies and provide corrective ideaback when necessary.

. Students in. the :struCtural analysis group (N:= 21) were trained only
.

tri structural analysis on all six liits of word'pairs. They were asked -to
-

note as many similaritiet'and differences in physical features (i.e.,

honetic elements, spell"

memberspf each pair as t

ng paite AltenUmber of syllablei) between the

. For example, given the word pair,
.4

hqy could

CABIN-FLAG, a student might note CABIN:bedins with one consonant, whereas

FLAG begins with two;.both2iiords have a similar a.sound, and CABIN has two

'

syllahles whereas FLAG has only one Structural analysis was considered to

,
-be associated with shallisildetVel pirocessing.

Students in the sentence fdrmation group (N= 18) applied only sentence
, .

formation to each of the six lists of word palrs. This strategy involved

-e.
. .

forming a sentence which meaningfully related the two members of the pair.
/-

For example, given, the word pair DOOR-DOVE, a student might form the sena"

, otence "Above the doOryper9hed
st
the dove- "

. . 7r .

Members of the semantic analyab group (N'= 19) were trained.10,the

use of semantic analysis on_all six lists of word pairs.. This strategy
- ,.4,

involved relating the werd of a pair using'a common category or concept,
e i

or coniFating the categoriesplif meaning for the two words of each pair. For
,

example, the pair,EX9ATION7SALARY Might be retitTilly the concept EXCHANGE..
. t

EXPLANATION involves a verbal exchange, whereas SALARY invollie's a iponetary

.exchange. Oro comp4ng tte,pair BLUE-SOUk, a student Might dote that both

of these Nords,can.be delected.by one's senses, BLUE betng detected by the

sense of sight and SOUR,being detected by the sense of taste. .

. . 4.

Students in the sti-uttural/sentenee group ( N =.18) used the_structural

16



anals strategy on three training lists and the sentence formation strategy
- 4

on three'llsts: Members of the sfructural/semantiC group (N = 19) used the

structural analysis strategy on three lists and the semantic analysis

strategy

semantic

on the_other three lists. Students in the structural/sentence/

group TN = 19) used all three strategies, two training lists per

strategy. (The instructions presented to this group psing all three strater

glees may be found in the Appendix.)

After training, each group wastested on a new list of 30 word pairs,
;

using 'the study -test method (that is, paiis for study. and stimulus terms

for recall were presented in'alternate blocks). Each of, the test pairs was

projected on a'Da-Lite.screen for 15'seconds. The students were asked to

apply the strategy or strategies they had previously practiced to help them

, de form cin association between the words of each pair. Testihg consisted of

*- AO
two complete study -test trials using a 15-second presentation ratepor both

,1
tudy and test segments. Different random orders of presentation were used

for each trial.,
1

Results and-Discussion

A 6 x 2 analysis of variance (groups x trials) with repeated measures
-

on trials was performed with the number of correct paired-associate test

responses as the dependent variable. The results are summarizedlin Table 1.

Significant pin effects were found groups and across trials
,\ f

(F(59108),= 7.79, p < .001 for group; F(1,108) = 592.62, p < .001 for

trials). A significant interaction (F(5,108) = 3.53, p < .01).probably

. . i
reflected a ceiling effect in the second trial (see Table 2). (Trial i..

group means were negatively correlated with mean gain scores, r = -.95).

In orderpto specify sources of variance more precisely five planned
-

V.

5 117



TABLE

Source Table for Repea'ted Measures Analysis of'Vgriance

on the Paired- Associate Test in Experiment t

Source SS

1744:76

4620.4,3

137.46

4835.82

84'2.b3

df

5

5

108

108

=

MS

348.95

4620.43

27.49

44.78

7.80

7. 7)

592.62

3.52

< .001

< .001

-r< .01

Groups

Trials

Groups x Trials

Error' Groups
%

Error Within

4,

TABLE 2.

,Means and Standard Deviations of ,E4ch.Treatment
Group on

the Paired,AisoCiate Test in Experiment I

Group

Trial 1

Mean ,'SD

Trial-2

Mean SD

Structural Analysis 21

Sentence Formation 18

Semantic Analysii 1;

Structural/Sentence-, 18

Structural/Semantic 19

,Structural/S6tence/

Semantic

19

10.33: 6.99

21.67 CDS

17:16 00: 5.61

18.83 6.58,

16.47 4- 588''

Too . 5.80E°

28.78

7.19

1.31

25.84, - 3.55

26.89 4. 19
4.1.0

. 26.84 3.24

27.16 ' 2.99

28

1



Convirisons were performed (see Table 3). The comparisons were performed

only on data from the first trial because of the aforemen/tioned ceiling

effect, which greatly reduced the between-group variance of the Trial 2 data,

and because'no floor effect was apparent on Trial I. A comparison of the .

performance of all single-strategy groups versus all multiple-strategy groups

did not yield a significant difference. Among thfsingle-strategy groups,

students in the sentence formation 'and semantic analysis groups combined

significantly outperformed students in tit structural analysis group

(F(1008) = 24.69, 2 < 001). Furthermre, students in the sentence forma-
-

tion group'significantly outperformed those in the semantic analysis groups

(F(1,108). 4.20, 2 < .05). Among themultiple-strkegy groups, students who

received training in all three strategies did not significantly outperform

ithosewho received training in only two strategies. There was no signifi-

cant difference between.performances oritudents iq the groups hich used

twoostrategies

The non-significant single-strategy versus multiple-strategy compariSon

implies that sheer quantity of available encoding sthtegtes is not suf-
c'"'

ficient to insJe superior performance.. The, processing level at which these
.

,
... .

-strategies operate must be taken into account, The results of the single-
',

_strategy group pomparisoris support this cdnclusion, and thus are compatible

Ok

with Craik and Lockhart's depth -of-processing approach. Here, students wijo

k ,

were trained to use an encoding strategy that operates at a deep, semantic
.

level of process14(sentence,fonnation or semantic analysis) significantly
. .

. .. 1 . \
outperformed students. trained to use an encoding strategy that operates at a

i

shallow level of prodtssin§ ( structural analysis). The .simIlar performance.
A ..

J.
q'

of the four groups of stidents who Were trairied
.

to apply oly one dep-level
.. N

strategy (singly or in combination with the sWallowqr strutturai analysis
- .

7

19
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,
TABLE 3

F Values and Associated Probabilities fqr Planned Comparisons

,

. .Between SeVeral Combinations of Treatment Groups in Experiment I

'Comparison,

Single Strategy Groups vs.

Multiple Strategy Groups

F 2.

1.86 N.5.

Single Strategy Groups: Shallow

'vs. Deep Levels

(Structural Analysis vs. Sentence

Formation and Semantic Analysis)

-

Single Strategy Groups: Ddep Levels

(Sentence Formation vs.,Semantic Analysis)

24 . 9 t .001

4.20 c )05

Multiple Strategy Groups: .Twq,,vs. Three

Strategies

(StructUral/Sentence and Structural/

Semantic vs. Structural/Sentence/Semantic) .51 M.S.

Multiple Strategy Groups:, Two Strategies Onjy

(Structural/Sentence vs.-Structural/

Semantic) 1.15 N.S.

20
If
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Itrategy) alsoorgues fbr the predictive value of the depth-of-processing

model.

There was little support for,the spread-of-processing framework in this

study. Neither the comparison between single and multiple strategies nor the

comparison between two and three strategies was significant.

Of the two deep-level tasks sentence formation was superior to semantic('

analysis. At this stage we can Only speculate about what additional variable

may be responsible for this result, but one possibility is unity or congru-
'i.

ence df encoding. Recent investigations by Meicovitch and Craik (1976).show

that congruence of encoding is an important factoin retrieval at deep

levels. The syntactic uni"of a meaningful sentence may have provided stu

dents with a more congruent deep-level encoding than semantic analysis would

have provided.

In order to investigate the significance of the congruence of encoding

concept, a follow-up study was designed. The semantic analysis strategy was

selected for use in the follow-up st udy as it was felt that congruence could

be manipulated,moreeasily with this strategy than witethe sentence forma7
a

tionitrategy. StGents were anedtg note. either similatities or differences
*,

between the two words of a pair rather than to find both similarities and
,

differences. It was assumed that finding similarities results in greater

congruenderor unity, than does finding differences. The factor of unity

.versus diveriity of/ coding wiSjalso manipulated by instructing students

to make either one comparison or several comparisons between the words jn a'

pair:

w 9
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.

Methoh .

. .

f

Participants. One hundred studeQts who were enrolled in an undergradu-

ateate course in ,educational psychology at The University of Texas at Austin .

es

participated in this study. Participation was part of their course require-

ment.
. 4

.
. .

Materials. Two paired-associate lists of 10 Pairs each were used for

training purposes. These words were drawn from the lists used in Experiment

I. Half of the pairs of each list, were composed of high-concrete words

(ranging from,6.69 to 7.00) and half were composed of low-concrete words

(ranging from 1.18 to 3f54). An additional 30 pair test list wa% prepared,

with '15 high-concrete pairs and 15 low-concrete pairs. The average meaning-

fulness level of these pairs was 5.96. The two training lists were
1

mimeo-

griPhed for presentation to the students. The test pairs and stimulus words
4

were printed separately on slides and,presented using a Kodak slide projector

.

with an automatic timing device.

. ,

Design and procedure. Each studenfr was randomly' assigned to one of

four experimental conditions or to a control condition with 20. students in

each Condition. Students in each ce the experimental groups were trained

far 30 minutes in the'use of one of the following learning strakegies:

finding one similarity between thq meanings of the two words of each pair,

finding several similaritiei lietween the meanings of the two words of eau.)).

Pair, finding 291 difference between the meanings of the two words of each

(le

pair; or finding save -al Ilifferences between, the meanings of these two words.

All four groups. practiced with the two training lists by actually writing,

down similarities or differences for each of the pairs,. Students in the

control group Were instructed to learn the_word pairs, but were given n8

specific method to use.

. :
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After training, all students were tested over two trials of the paired-,

associate tlfst list, /using the study-test method of pretentation.' The pre -

sentation orders were separately randomized for etch trial. Students were

told to apply the learning strategy which they had previously practiced to

the pairs ptesented during the study portion of the test trials. .An 8-second ,

presentation rate was used for study and test segments.

Results and Discussion

A 5 x 2 repeated measures analysis of variance (groups x trials) re-:

vealed a significant between-groups effect
t.

(F(4,95) = 4.99, a.0177

The results are pretented in Tables 4 and 5. An inspection of the means
4

on Trial 2 suggested a ceiling effect, there ore, post hoc analyses using

Newman-Keuls procedul'e 46"''e performed only on the data ftom Trial 1. The

two groups that,were trained to use the strategy of finding similarities

,
aki the control group performed significantly better than the group that

was trained tb find several differences between the words. "The performance

of the groupltraineakto find one difference between the words was not sig-

nificantlydifferentfrom any of the other groups. The similarity strategies
, I

which.were assumed to produce greater congruence of encoding resulted in the
4

highest perfOrmance of the four, experimental groups., This supports the view

that congru of encoding aids recall. The lack of significant differences

between groftwhich found one similarity or difference and those which found

seve cas doubt On the hypothesis that one encoding would facilitate re-

call by pro cing greater congruity)pan wrOd several encodings, The "group_

means Trial 1 indicatea tendency'in this,d4rection, suggesting the need

for further consideration, of this variable.

The superior performance oflthe control group might be accounted forty

one on more of the followin9: (a) looking for similarities may be one of

1123
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TABLE 4

Source table for Repeated Measures ¶nalysis of Variance

on the Paired-Associate Test in Experiment II

Source SS df A MS F P
%

__ Groups gggi.31 4 227.08 4.00. < .01
. -111

Trials
.

3880.81 1 3880.81 492.73 < .001

)

Groups x Tila15 48.47 4 12.12 1.54 N.S.
or

A

Error Groups' 4320.73 95 -45.48

1

Error Within 748.23 95 7.88 I .

(

TABLE 5

Means and Standah Deviations of Each Group on the
4

Pafred-Associate Test in Experiment II

ei

Group

, Trial 1

Mean

.

SD

Trial 2 -,

Mean SD
r.

One Similarity 2? 19.30 6.03 26.86 4.00

-Several Similarjties 26- 18.00 4.81 27.70 2.45
.41.

One Difference 20 14.85 6.80 23.75 6.010

I Several Difference 20 13.20 5.62 23.25 1.48

Control 2q 19.30 5.41 .27.15 3.48

a

R.
'12 24
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) the strategies-these-students emp1ox-on-tneir-own,

similarities or_differences may have interfered wits the already 'sophisti-
,

cated information processing strategies of students ip the experimental

greups, and (c) the strategies of finding similarities gr differences may'

not be as deep or as effective as the strategies that students would other-

, 7

wish use.

'
The next study was tindlar in design to this study but different

strategies and dtffsrent learning anctlierlbrmance tasks were employed to

examine.fuitheethe effects of congruity of encoding. .

ExperimeniulII: Spread and Congruence with Discre-item Learning

Method .

Participants. Eighty students who were enrolled in an undergraduate
.

cpuree in educational psychology. The University o f Jexas at Austin par-

ticipated in this study. Participation was part of their course require-

ment.
AI

Materials. Test materials ca teed of 40 t arget words ranging Th

concreteness from 1.63 to 7.00 and in'meaningfulness from 4.80 to 7.00. In

preparation, one of the nouns was inadvertently converted to a verb (corn-

mittee to commit). The %Kie recall answer sheet had 40 blank spaces. Thet

recognition answer sheet consisted of 120 words, including all-40 target

words. The words that serve distractors were also drawn from the Patio
. .

et al. (1968) norms. They .ranged in concreteness from 1.42 to 7..00 and in

meaningfulness from 4:56 to 7.00. A Kodak slide projector with an automatic

timing device was used to present the 40 slides that contained the target

words. .

.

Design and Procedure. Each student was randomly assigned to one bf four

experimental conditions, with 20 students in each condition. Students in the

S
13

,
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first groqpwere

synonym for each

A
target words by

.

told to try to learn 40 target words by thinking ofone

word. Students in the second group were told to learn the

thinking of several synonyms,. Both groups of &, dents prac,

ticed providing synonyms to the words F

in the third group were asked to prov

AR, MEAGER, and RASCAL. Students

e definitioirof the target words.

Sludents.In the fourth group were aced' to provide several definitions for
,

.

V each word. Students in these two groups practiced providing definitions for

the.words"FEAR, MEAGER, and RASCAL.
.41

-

Each target word was exposed for 15 seconds, on'a pa-Lite screen. After

pretentation.of all the words, the Students were asked to write down as many ,

of the 40 target words as they could remember, After 5 minutes the answer

sheets were collected. The rtecognittop rest was.theVistributed and

students were asked to circle as many of the words as they-recognized Of

;the original 40. After.5 miouies these sheets"were collect

Results and4iscussion

Inta x 2 analysis of variancev(nipber of encoding.x typ of encod g
. 4

strategy) of the recognition test scores, thelwas a marginally significant

effect of number of encodings (F(1,76) = 3.85, 114 .05). In an kysis

of the free recall test scores the. main effect orildumber of encodings was

also significant (F(1,76)y= 5.80,E < .02). For both the 'recall and recog-
;%

nition tests, one encoding resulted in better p rformance than did several

encOdings. The effect of -Vbe of encoding strategy was not significant in

either analysis, nor was the interaction. The results of these analySes may

be found in Tables 6, 7, and 8.,

One apparent anomaly In these results it that number of encodings had

a significant effect in Experiment III but not in Experiment II. Moscovitch

and Craik (1976) presented data indicating that congruence has a-greater

,
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er/
- 'TABLE g 1

Source TabTeifor Analysis of on the

I Recognition Test in Experiment III.
4

0

a

Source
Ia

.

Type of Encoding Strategy,
4

Numbero'f Encodings

Type illumger.

Error Within

SS . df MS F E

12.80 1 12.80 . N.S.

72.20 1 72.20 - 3.85 e.05

9.80 IJ 9,80 .52. N.S.

1425.20 76 8.75

1

!
,

ti

4

TABLE 7

Sourclieftble for Analysis of Variance on the

Free Recall Test in Experiment IIIAIP

Source -
,

SS ' df MS F E
"

Type offEncoding -r\... 5.51 ', 1 5.51 .34 N.S.

24 -i .Strategy

) I- Number oflincodinSs
.., . 4

l' 1 94.61 jg.80. ) .02

,Type'x Number . '1.51 1 , 1.51 .093 N.S.

.

TALbseiliihiri 1239125 76 .16.31
,

c
ANA
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TABLE 8 ;

A

'Means and Standard Deviations of Each.thatment Group

.

on the Free .Recill and Redognitidn Tests in Experiment III

41.

's

Test of Encodings Type of Encoding N

20

29

20

20

20

20

20

20

Mean SD

2.72

4,45

5.11

3.45

3.25

4.82

4.79

4.28

Free Recall

Recognition

1441 A

:Number

One

Several

One

Several

One

Several

One

Several:

4/6trategy

9.65

7.75

10.75

8.00

36.70

34.10

.35.20

34.00

Synonym

Synonym

Definition

Definition

Synonym

Synonym

Definition

Definition

S.

4

4 16



, -

effect at deeper level$ of processing. Perhaps the synonym and definition

tasks of Experiment III require a.dtgper level of processing than the similar-.

to,

ity and difference tasks of Experiment II. Or perhaps free recall and re-

0,

cognition tasks are more sensitive to such effects then are paired-associate

- tasks. -

Experiment IV was designed to assess the spread of encoding hypotheses

in a different way. Although Craik and Tulving (1975) had presented evidence'

which indicated that increased spread of encoding,enhanced recall, multiple
-

strategy groups did not surpass single strategy groupion the paired-associate

,task in Experiment I. To explain these conflicting results, it is suggested

-that a multiple strategy effect might operate only at deep levels., and fur-

ther, that a shallow encoding strategy millet serve as a distractor when

includt6/th deep -level strategies. The inclusion of a shallow level

/-
strategy along with strategies requiring deeper levels of processing might

then fliterfere with spread of processing at the deeper levels. Since

Experient I did not include a 'group of students who were asked to use

:MUTpig deep-level strategies only, Experiment IV was designed to test

the hypqtkesis that use of multiple encoding strategfis would be beneficial

if all these strategies involved deep-level processing.

In addition, a post - experimental questionnaire was developed to

.collect self-report data about the strategies that participants used to

,perform the task. Comments dtiring.the debriefing sessions in previous,

studies indicated that a number of students may not nave used the strategies

they were trained to apply. This additipnal data was included as a check

,
on how closet/ the participanti were following tht directions.
*of



Method

Experiment Iyi- Spread of Processing at Deep Levels,.0.t
y

a

Parti6ipanes. One hundred twenty students from undergraduate educational

psychology classes at The University of Texas at Austin were randomly assign-

ed to one of stx tr eatment groups. Part$Kipation was part of their course

requirethent. 0
"

Materials. The six aired-asneiate training lists of 10 pairs each

were the same as those ysed in..Experiment I. The words were selected from

the Paivio et al. (1968)- norms, and vaiied in concreteness values from 1.18

to 7.00. A list of 15 high-concrete and IS:low-concrete pairs, with average

meaningfulne0 of 5.96 was used for testing. The six training lists were

mimeographed for presentation. Test materials (pairs and stimulus words)

were printed separately or slides and were presented with a Kodak slide

projector using an duiomatiNiming device.

A postexperimental questionnaire listed all the test word pairs on a .

Aett of ,paper. Students could circle one or more letters after each pair

30 indicate whether they. had formed a sentence, formed an image, used sem-

antic alysis, used structural analysis
;

of physical features, used rote

repetition, used some other strategy, or used no strategy at all on that

pair. If they indicated use of some other strategy, they were asked to

write a brief desbrIption of'it.
,

. Design: and Procedure. Each student Was randomly assigned to one of

six experimental conditions, with 20 students in each condition. Students

ineach group were'tr4ained for 1 hour and 15 minutes in the application of

one, two or three eticoding strategies. They worked for 10 minutes on each

of the six paired-associate training lists. The students wrote out their
'44.4

elaborations during 'training so the experimenter could monitor their use of

18 0



the strategies and provide corrective feedbaj when necessary. Students

. ,in the sentence formation group were asked to apply only the sentence for:

mation strategy to each of the six lists of word,pairs. This strategy

involved forting a sentence which meaningfully related thekw° members of

each pair. Instructions were identical to those for the sentence for-.

mation group in,Expeilment I.

Members of the Semantic analysis group were trained in the use of

semantic analysis:on all six listt of word pairs, This strategy involved

relating the words of a palr'using a common category or concept; or com-

paring the categories,of meaning for the wore of each pair. Instructions

r-
. were identical to tiOse for the semantic analysis group of Experiment I.

Students in the three sentence/semantic groups (-choice, -both, or -un-

specified) used the sentence formation strategy to learn three of the lists

and the semantic analy9s-strategy on three lists. These three groups

were identical in the training they received. Thly differed only in the tests

procedures described beloiv.

-Members.ot the structuril/sentence/iemantic group used the tructural

analysis strategy on two training lists. This strategy involve oting

, -

similarities and differences in physical features between the pairs (i.e.,

phonetic elements, spelling patterns or number of sylThbles). These stu-,

dents then used the sentence f ormation strategy on the third and fourth

lists, and the semantic analysis strategy on the fifth and sixth Tists.

When.stUdying the test list, students in the sentence formation group

and those in the semantic analysis group were asked to apply the single .

strategy that they had practiced during training. Students in the sentence/

semantic-choice gro- up were asked to. choose one of the two strategies on

which they had been trained (the one they judged to be most effective)

19
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and to use it thrOughout the ttst .( ist. MeMbers of. the sentence/semantic:

,both group were'asked to apply both strategies to each word pair. Students
. _

in the sentence/semantic-uqkpecified group and the,structural/sentence/

semantic group were similar to the multiple strategy group5 of Experiment 1

in that the instructions for testing did not spdcify the particular mix

of strategies to be used. They were simply.asked to apply the strategies

prtviously learned with the training lists to help them learn the word ,

pairs on the.test list.

es.

S.
Testing consisted of two study-test trials using an 8-second presents-

.

tion rate for both study and test segments. A different, randomly deter-

mined order of presentation was used on each trial. After testing was

completed, participants were given the postexperimental questionnaire on

which they could indicate the strategies they had used in learning the

test pairs.

Results and Discussion ,

A 6 x 2 repeated measures analysis of variance (groups x trials) in-

dicated a significant effect.of trials (g1,144) = 883.01, R < .01). The

-effect of groups and the interaction were not significant,

results werb in the predicted direction:14 The means.of the

which were trained in the use'oftwo deep-level strategies

although the

three groups

7(sentence/

semantic - choice, -both, and -unspecified) were higher than groups trained

in only one of these deep-level strategies and the group trained to use a
. .

shallow-level

)
s rategy in addition to the two deep level strategies (see

Table 9.11 Thi trend is consistent with the view that elaboration of

encoding facilitates memory at deep levels, and that the inclusion of

shallow proCesiing may interfere withithil effect. Thus, it might be concluded
...

I

ZO .
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. TAB

Means and Standard Deviailn bf Each Thhtment Group .

-on4the,Paind-Associate Test in Experiment lir

Group

Trial 1 .

Mean '4D

I

Sentence FormatiOn 20 15.45 6.14

SeMadtic Analysis 20 14.95 . 6.00

Sentence/Semantic- 20 16:35 5.98

Choice

Sentence/Semantic- 20 16.70 4.69

Both

Sentence/Semantic- 26 17.80 3.82

Unspecified

Sti.ucturaliSentence/ 20 14.80 5.03

,
Semantic

Trial 2

Mean SD

24.25 .5.72 _

25.40 '4.42

25.55 4.47 -,.

25.55

27.10

4.01

2.17

25.30 2:99

vP

4

1

I

I

1

0.0

4.
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either that, if there is a spread -ok- processing effect, tt occurs only-at

deep levels of. encoding.

The postexperimeptal questionnaire data are presented in Table 10. The

mean number of word pairs for which each group reported using a particular

strategy was calculated. These frequencies were then converted to per-

centages of 30, the total number of word pairs On which the strategy might

- be used. For instance, on the average, personi in thelintence formation

group reported using a sentence strategy with 24 of the 3b word pairs

appearing on the test or 79% of the word pairs. There were significant

differences among groups in the number of pairs for which sentence strategies

(F(5,115) = 6.56, p:< .001) and semantic analisis strategies (F(5,115) =

6.16, p_ < .001) were reported. Duncan's Multiple Range Test indicated that

students.in the semantic analysis group differed from all other groups in

their use of both of these strategies. They used the sentence strateg/

4
41 less and the semande strategy more than the other groups. Table 10 in-

*
dicates strongly that students were much more likely to use the sentence

strategy than the semantic analysis strategy in all the multiple-strategy

conditions. This preference for the sentence strategy occurs despite the

fact that performance was not noticeably worse in the semantic analysis

group than in the sentence group (see Table 9). It is likely that theJ
sentence strategy required considerably less effort.

Table 11 gives percent recall as a function of the strategy or combine-
.

tion of, strategies reported, on the postexperimental questionnaire. Peroen-

,tages for single strategies are in the diagonal and for the several combina-

tions of. two strategies are in the off-diagonal. There was a significant
.

differende in percentage recall among the single strategies,-

22
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TABLE 10

Percentage of 'Total Word Pairs' for Which each Strategy was Reported
e

on the Postexperimental Questionnaire in Explriment IV

Strategy Reported
A

Group. N Sentence

.

Sentence Formation 16 79

Semantic Analysis 20 36`.

SeDtence/ 201"4

*

Semantic-Choice . r
Sentence/ 20 67

.

ik

.60

emantic-Both .
.

lentence/. 20 64
.

.*

emantic-Unspecified V
Structural/ 20 58

Semantic Structural

7 1

33 8
N

9 4

.

15 ' 4

a

S ., ..

11 3

.

..
,

14 8i-...__.
'Sentence/Semantic , .

;

Imagery

24

17

25

26

21

10

Rote Other

3 . 0
.
i

1

La , .14 < 1

...
, 8 1

.

8 .1 1

S

. 10

1Percentages are based on the mean group frequency of report,for the 30 word pairs.
AND

None

.

8
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ABLE, fi(
Percentage Recall for Each Ingle Strategy (Diagonal Values)

a7d5ach Pair, of Strategies eported on the Postexperimenial

Questionnai in Experiment IV

Single Strategy or Strategy ,air Reported

Sentence Semantic Structural Imagery Rote Other ,

Sentence 56 13

Semantic 32
.

110.

Structural

Imagery

R

Other

6

1

31

23

6

2

49

2

2

2

14

2

.
-

tr.
4

37
24



F(5,545) a 77,wp, c .001, and among the seKera1 combinations of strategies.,

F(14,15g6),= 16.211, p < .001. Only threi triple combinatioWi of strategies

were reported. Probability of recall was .05 for sentence- imagery - semantic,

.02 for sentence-imagery-structural, and .01 for sentence - semantic-structural.

Note that recall was much - higher overall for those reporting fewer rather

than many ktravelg; at a*time(F(2,218) = 136.66, a t .001). Apparently the'

attempt to employ more than one strategy at a time results id a reduction

4E.

of processing efficiency.

It can be seen in Table 11 that performance was*bestmith the sentence

and imagery stnategies. The semantic
/
strategy was not superior to the

structural strategy. The sentence and imagery strategies are probably

those two which involve the greatest congruence of encoding.

the groups also differed in their use of the structural strategy, '

(F(5,155) = 4.04, a < .01). A Multiple Range Test showed that the semantic

analysis group and the group trained to use all three strategies used this

strategy more than the sentence,formation group and the sentence/semantic-I

unspecified group although the only group trained to use the structural

strategy was the one receiving training In all three strategies. The

use of.this strategy by the semantic analysis group suggests that the

students may have had difficulty in fallowing the semantic-analysis in

structions. This difficulty may account'for the lack of a significant effect

of 4ype of strategy on recall in this study. Note also, the low report of

semantic strategy use in semantic-both group, where subjects had been

explicitly requested to use both strategies.

The groups did not differ statistically in their reported use. of imagery,

rote, other, or no strategies. It 'should ge noted, that an imagery strategy*

25 r



v
_ Was used more often than the semantic strategy in four conditions.w ere the

semantic strategy was requested. Apparently, participants will ofte use

the strategy they prefer rather than ones which are requested by the

experimenter' in memory experiments.

,

General Discussion

Results ofitheie studies have some bearing on the concepts of depth

of encoding, spread or elahoraton of encoding, and the degree of congruence

or integration obtained in the encoding. The datafrom Experiment I.are

directly relevant to the concept of depth of encoding. The low performance

of the only group not trained in any forms of meaningful elaboration (the

structural analysis group) is consistent with that of previous studies

indicating that qualitative shifts in the nature of encoding required can

have a large effect on retention.

Data by Coltheart (1977) suggest that performance of the structural

task produced interference which reduced the eltent or detail of semantic
4

, processing involyed. Whether the structural task produced such inter-

ference when it was one,of several suggested strategies is a question

addressed by Experiment IV, but the results of that study were somewhat

ambiguous. Interference ofethe structural tasks was suggested but not

14:Monstrated statistically. More research 011 he required op this issue. ,

With regard to spread of encoding the data were not supportive.

Multiple-strategy groups did not surpass single-strategy groups in

Experiments I and IV. Students who were asked to note several similarities,

differences, definitions, or synonyms in Experiments II-agd III definitely

did not surpass those asked to note only one. For several reasons, however,

it would be premature to conclude against this construct from these data.
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First, the questionnaire data of Experiment IV tridicated that students.

were probably deviating from instructions in some conditions of all the

studies. If these studies were repeated using strategies'More often

employed by students multiple-strategy effects might yet be obtained.

Secondly, the number of encodings variable in.Experiments II and III was

destgned to contrast the strength of unity and elaboration factors rather

than to evaluate independently the strength of each. On the other hand,

analysis of the postexperimental data suggest that u'se of multiple strate-

gies hinders rather than helps recall. Thus, effects of greater elabira-
c

tion may have been counterhalInced by effecs of greater unity. Third

it is not cl1ear that spread of "encoding as opftrationalized her'is

equivalent to that term as operationalized in previous studies. Craik and

Tulving (1975) were concerned with degree of elaboration in a single

encoding of a single stimulus but the present Audfig were concerned with Akk,

the variety of several encodings to the same stimulus.
4,

More research will

. be required to evaluate the role of this variable definitively, but results

at present are not too encouraging.
op

The results of these studies proede more support for the concept of

congruence or unity of encoding. For example, the search for similtafTtes

and the search for dfffeTtInces in the meanings of two words would appear

fairly comparable in terms of the depth. and degree of elaboration called

for, but the search for similarities could lead to a more unified encoding

for the two words of the pair. And, indeed, paired-associate learning was

superior with .the similarities task.' Addiponally, the search for one

. synonym or definition may have been beneficial becauseit produced a single

product,.an integratid encodi hick was easier to retain and employ in 'test!

27.
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trials than several definitions or synonyms would have been. Furthermore,

self-rep$ts of single strategiei-were associated with,better recall than

self-repors of multiple-strategies. Trese results are important because

they provide evidence for the effect of tlie congruence factor with opera-
,

tions other than,the contrast of &I to no question (Craik & Tulving, 1975) 4
4

r To 'sun r ze, ,aesults from these studies appear compatible with those ,

. of other recent studies in provjding some support for the basic concepts,

of the depth-of-procting or -domains-of-processing (Lockhart, Craik, &.

'Jacoby, 1976) framework, suggesting,that qualitative difference's in encoding

pcbcptses have great effects on learning, and in suggesting that other,

factors, such ds congruence, are alsaimportant. This'research also

highlights the importance:of getting postexperimentil reports of strategies

actually used in studies of this kind. Our questionnaire data may indicate

that students will use the strategy which seems mosteffettive to them,

which seems easier, or which can be more clearly understood. Apparently,

the sentende strategy surpasses the semantic strategy on one or more of,

these attributes, Further research will.be required to discover why the

semantic strategy is avoided and to` find several strategies which are

jaquivalent in probability of use.

"I
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/I( APPENDIX
(

141 /
Training Instructions Presented to the,Structural/Sentence/Semantic

Group in the Depth and Spread of Processing Study

(Experiment 1)

Hello. I want to thank you for coming today. My name-is

I'm interested in developing better learning methods. During this period

I will tell you attseveral methods that are helpful for certain,kinds

of learning. You vill get to practice these methods or strategies for the

first part of the period.' Then, during the last half-hour, we will test

you to see how well you learned them. This is not an intelligence test.

You, the student, are not being tested, rather, together wemill test the

learning strategies you are going to learq. Obviously, the better you

learn the strategies the more we can find out about them when.we test.

So, even though you may find these learning strategies new and different,

.

tly to master them as best you can during the practice sessions.

Are there any questions?,
r

Training and Testing Instructions

I'll now explain your.first learning strategy.

Your, task is to learn each of these pairs by fonning,antassociation

between the two words such that if you were, later given only the left-hand
.

word, you could/tve its partner., You need not learn,the order of the word

pairs.

Structural Analysis Strategy Instructions

One strategy that you can use to learn the word

associating the physical structure of the two words.

Pairs involves

'The two words might
. .

.have a common spelling patter. (Hold up example.) Fot example, if you

4
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were given the two words APPLY and COLLISION you could remember that both

words have doubled

;
onsonants (point to consonants), thht the left word

owbegins with a v and the right with kconsonent (point to the letters
.

. ,-

.

A & C) and that,the left word has two syllables while the right has three.

In the case of %he word pair MIRAGE and ALGEBRA (hold up example) you might

note that both words have an RA combination (circle the RA in each word),

and a GE combination ,circle GE), that the soft G Sounds are similar, that

the right begins with a consonant and the left with a vowel, and that
../ . .

MIRAGE has two syllables while ALGEBRA has three. In the case of CABIN-

FLAG, CABIN has two syllables, whereas FLAG has only one. CABIN begins with

,

a consonant, FLAG begins with two. Both words have a Similar A sound. In

short, this strategy uses physical similarities and differences in the
. - ..

spelling and/or the pronunciation. _In using this strategy You should look
.

for common spelling patttips,fsimilar'16,0ifferdnt sounds, distinctive,

spellings or pronunciatiimi, and'` nig4s.between the number of syllables

, :-.,:,,

or letters. You should uWany,sttu (Ural information about a word pair.

One advantage 'aethis stratdgy
i
is that you need not e`vbn know the words
I, A, - .

Nt in question for it to won : . i

, , ..

We have reason .to beielie that this is an effective strategy, and that"

the more sipilarities andifferenceryou Can find, the more effective

it will be Please write down your ideas so I can look at them with you.

Are there any questions?
%

1: ,:s

As in any skill, this learning strategy will, requite some practice for

you to become prVcient.at-it. We will work with practice lists before,
. .. ..

.

. ,.. .
.

moving on to. the second learning strategy. Use these practice lists to

master the $tructura? Analysis Strategy. Some pf the word pairs will be
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7MOre,difficult to r nber than others. That's all right. Do the best

you can on each list., Remedber, we are not interested in how well you.

learn the pairs as much as in seeing bow well you can become proficient

in using a particular strategy for learning. So please keep working on

this strategy.

Now look at the list of 10 word pairs that you have before you. For

the next few miliptes use the new structural strategy that I've shown you

to learn the word pairs. Please write down your ideas so that I can look'

at them with you. .Remember, look at their'similarities and differences

in physical structure.

Questions?

Begin.

(All& 12 minutes for practice.)

Please return your lists to me.

Now look at this list of 10 word pallabor the next few minutes use the

new structural strategy that I've shown you to learm the word pairs. Please

write down your ideas so that I care look at them with you. Remember,'look

at their similarities anddifferences in physical structure.

Quettions?

Begin.

r

(Allow 12 minutes forpractip.)

I Please return your lists to me.

Sentence Formation Strategy Instructions

Your task is to learn each of theie pairs by forming an association

letwpen the two words such that if you wet'"e given only the,left-hand word

You could give its partner. You need not learn the order of the word pairs.

33.
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One strategy that you caruse to learn these word pairs involves using

a sentence or phrase that..inCludes both members of a pair. .For example,

.

if you were given the pair, FRANCHISE - ROBBERY, you could use both words in

the sentence, The detective arrived A the fried chicken FRANCHISE to in-
.

vestigate its ROBBERY. Given another pair, LORD-MULTIPLICATION, you might

use the sentence, LORD Baltimore practiced MULTIPLICATION tables. For

SNAKE-LIMB you could use the sentence, The SNAKE dropped from the LIMB

of a tree. In this way.you make up one sentence for each pair of words. ,'

t-ito

For long lists you could even make up a story using all or most of the

word pairs. We he reason to believe that this is an effective learning

strategy. Try to find a sentence that best brings out a meaningful relation-

ship between the two members of each pair. Please write down your ideas so

I can look at them with you. If you can associate the pair of words in a

sentence, however strange it appears, you will be more likely to remember

them.'

Are there any questions?

As in any skill, this learnMg strategy will require some practice for

you to become proficient at it. will work with two more practice lists

before movtyg on to the third learning strategy. Use this practice session

to master it. Some of the word pairs will be more difficult to remember

than others. That's all right. Do the best you can do each list. Remem-

ber, we arenot interested in how well you learn the pairs so much as in

seeing how well you can become proficient in using,a particular strategy

for learning, so.plpase keep working on this strategy.

Now look at the list of 10 word pairs that you have before you. 'Flr

the next few minutes use the new Sentence Formation Strategy that I,'ve

just shown you to
-

learn the word pairs. Remember, try to make a sentence

4
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using both words of each pair,.

Questions?

.Begin.

(Allow 12 minutes fd practice.)

Please return your lists to me.

Now look at the list of 10 word-pairs that you have before you, For

the next few minutes use the new Sentence Formation Strategy that I've just

shown you to learn the word pairs. Remember, try to makerrsentence using

both words of each pair.

Questions?

Begin. ,

,(Allow 12 minutes for practice.)

Please return your listt to me.

I.

)
.

;

it

.
.

Semantic Analysis Strategy Instructions
s

Your next learning Ask is like th'e other two. You are to learn each
.

of the pairs such that, if you were given only the left-hand word, you

could give its partner. 76u need not learn the order of the word pairs.

. The third strategy that you can useto learn these pairs involies

finding meaningful similarities and differences between the words. You

,' should think of the ii Titles and differences in the meanings. in

addition, you should try_ find one word that relates the two. As an

l -I

example, (hold up example), the pair EXPLANATION-SALARY can be related to

1
,

the word EXCHANGE. Contrasting the words, EXPLANATION is a verbal exchange,

whereas SALARY, is a monetary exchange. Or, given the pair INVESTIGATION -

NYMPH, you could remember the to wrords by means of SATYR, a mythical being

most likely to investigate a NYMPH! Even if you are unable to'find a.single'

35 i/
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word that relates the.pair, you can categorize the words and comparefhem

iethat way. For example, in comparing the pair COMPETITION-CREATOR, you

might consider that COMPETITION is a category of activity that is usually

measurable and repeatable. Further, it often involves more than one indivi-

dual on the same task. In contrast, CREATOR is a category of consciously

being involved in an activity that is not usually, measured, and of which

thelproducts are considered unique. It refers to a single individual. As

you can see, you have a great'deal of freedom in relating the similarities

and differences of meaning. There is noDright or wrong way; there are

many other possible ways of relating the previous examples. We have reason

to believe that this is an effective learning strategy, and 'Qat the more

similarities and differences in meaning that'you can Sind, the mere effec-

tive it will be. Please write dawn your ideas. so I can look at them with

you. Are there any questions?
3 di

As in any skill, this learning strategy will require some practice

for you to become proficient at it.. We will work with more practice,lists

before you are tested on your use of the three strategies. Use these prac-

tice lists to master the Semantic Analysis Strategy only. Some of the word-

pairs will be more difficult that others, to remember. That's all right.

Do the best you can on each list. Remember, we are not interested in how

well you learn the pairs so much as in seeing how well you can become -

proficient in using a particular strategy for learning. So please keep
.

working on this strategy.

Now look at the list of 10 word-pairs tbat you have before you. For.

the next few minutes use the new,Semantic Analysis Strategy that I've Just

shown you te,learn the word.pairs. At the end of that time I'll give you

a list of only the left-hand words in a different order, and you should try

16
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to give as many of their partners as possible. Remember, try to relate

the similarities and differences in meaning between the two words.

Questions?

Begin.

(Allow 12 minutes for practice)

Please return your lists to me.

Now look at the,list of 10 word -pairs that you have before you.

For the next few. minutes use the new Seniantic Analysis Strategy that I;ve

just shown you to learn the word pairs. Atthe end of that time I'll give

you a list of only the left=hand words in a different order, and you

11
should try to give as many of their partners asp possible. Remember, try

to relate the similarities and differences in meaning between the two words.

Questions?

Begin.

(Allow 12 minutes for"practice)

Please return your lists to me.

Testing Instructions - Trial 1

Now we woolld like to find out how well you've learned the strategies

'that you've just practiced. This will be similar to the practice trials

you've already had but with a few important differences so listen care-

fully. This time I will show you a series ofi30 slides. Each slide will

have two words on it. Your task is to use the Structural Analysis,

Strategy, Sentence Formation Strategy, and/or the.Semantichialysis

Strategy to associate the two words of each slide together. Please try

to use only these three strategies. Use them either` singly or in combina-

tion, whatever seems to work best for you. if you see only the left -hand
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wordyouthould be able to write down which word goes with it.
... .

to associate: the two words. When I show you the woOTSHIP by itself, you.

should be able to write down its partner, PI,PE. You will have two trials

on thrsaple list of words. HoWeter,pthe order'In which the word pairCare

given slide. You should use the learning strategies that you've practiced

presented will'not be tha-saie over-the two trials. You must concentrate
A

.

...

.

Y
t.

.

,

. .
. . .

For example, suppose you saw the,wordS SHIP and PIPE together on a

on associating the, two words of a pair rather than learning the order in

which they are presented.

You will have 8 seconds to look at each word pair. 'Then after you've

seen the entire list, you'll be shown only the left-hand 4rtner. Try to

/'
lear9 as many word pairs as you can on the fjrs.t trial. When we finish it,

. .

ti

we'll repeat the process with'the same list, but it will be in a different

order,. Are there any questions before we beginl

Remember, try to use the Structural Analysis Strategy, the Sentence.

Formation Strategy and/or the Semantic Analysis, Strategy to learn the pairs.

After you study the pairs I am going to give yo6 the left-hand word and

you will have to write down the right-hand word.

Please put your name .in the Lipper right-hand corner of the first

card in your pack. Make sure you acio'remove the rubber band.

Now I'll ;how you only the left word of each pair, and you give

me the other item. Give,your response by writing'on the IBM cards fn front

of you. Please put just one response on each card and turn that card over

,immediately afterward. T will call out the number of each item as it is

presented to you. Tbat number shouldlArrespond to the number on the
MOW

A

upper left corner of your card. If you cannot think of any response for a

38
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, 6.1 - 711;

given card, leave it blank, and turn to the next card anyway.

Remember, for each left-hand word presented, give the comes

ing right-hand item. Questions?

Begin.

Testing Instructions - Trial 2

Now'you will again have 8 seconds to look at each word pair. Then,

after you have seen the entire list, jou will be shown only the deft -hand

words and you will try to supply its right -h'and partner. Remember to use

the lerning strategy you have practiced to associate the two words.

Questions? OK. Lets's begin.

Please put your_nme on the upper right -hand corner of the first card

in your pack.

Remember, try to use the Structural Analysis Strategy, the Sentence.

, Formation Strategy, and/or the Semantic Analysis Strategy to learn the

-.pairs, Afteruou.study the pairs I am going to gilb you the left-hand

word and your will have to write down the right-hand word.

4kk

e.
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